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FURTHER STUDY OF THE �� S-WAVEISOSCALAR AMPLITUDEBELOW THE KK THRESHOLDR. Kami«skiy, L. Le±niak and K. RybikiHenryk Niewodniza«ski Institute of Nulear PhysisRadzikowskiego 152, 31-342 Kraków, Poland(Reeived Deember 20, 1999)We ontinue the analysis of S-wave prodution amplitudes for the re-ation ��p! �+��n involving the data obtained by the CERN�Craow�Munih ollaboration on a transversely polarized target at 17.2 GeV/ ��momentum. This study deals with the region below the KK threshold.In partiular, we study the �up-steep� solution ontaining a narrow S-waveresonane under the �(770) . This solution exhibits a onsiderable inelasti-ity � whih does not have any physial interpretation. Assuming that thisinelastiity behaviour represents an unlikely �utuation we impose � � 1for all data points. This leads to non-physial results in one third of the�+�� e�etive mass bins and in the remaining mass bins some parametersbehave in a queer way. The situation is even worse for the �down-steep�solution. We onlude that the 17.2 GeV data annot be desribed by arelatively narrow f0(750). The �down-�at� and �up-�at� solutions whiheasily pass the � � 1 onstraint exhibit a slow inrease of phase shifts inthe �(770) mass range.PACS numbers: 14.40.Cs, 13.75.Lb1. IntrodutionSalar mesons are one of the main puzzles of light quark spetrosopy.Even in the lowest mass region (below the KK threshold) the situation is farfrom being lear. In addition to a broad f0(500) interpreted either as a q�qobjet (see e.g. Ref. [1℄) or as a glueball by Ohs [2℄, the relatively narrowf0(750) has been persistently laimed by Sve [3�5℄. Arguments againstthe narrow f0(750) has been given e.g. by Morgan in Ref. [6℄. The mainsoure of information in this mass region is the �� Partial Wave Analysis(PWA) yielding the S-wave. It should be stressed that a study of S-wavey Temporarily at LPNHE et LPTPE, Universités D. Diderot et P. et M. Curie, 4, PlaeJussieu, 75252 Paris CEDEX 05, Frane.(895)



896 R. Kami«ski, L. Le±niak, K. Rybikiobjets does require the partial wave analysis to �subtrat� the dominantontribution of leading �(770) meson.Virtually all PWA's in last deades were based on the old CERN�Munihexperiment [7℄, whih supplied 3�105 events of the reation��p! �+��n (1)at 17.2 GeV/. The number of observables provided by suh experimentis muh smaller than the number of real parameters needed to desribethe partial waves. Consequently, the dominane of pseudosalar exhange,equivalent to the absene of pseudovetor exhange and several other phys-ial assumptions have been made in previous studies [7-8℄. These resultshave been generally used without even mentioning the assumptions essentialfor their derivation.In our previous paper [9℄ (hereafter alled paper I) we have used theresults of PWA performed in the e�etive mass m�� range from 600 MeV to1600 MeV at four-momentum transfer squared jtj = (0:005�0:200) GeV2/2using additionally the results of the polarized target experiment. This ex-periment, performed 25 years ago by the CCM (CERN�Craow�Munih)ollaboration [10℄, provided 1.2�106 events of the reation��p" ! �+��n (2)also at 17.2 GeV/. Combination of results of both experiments yields anumber of observables su�ient for performing a quasi-omplete and energyindependent PWA. This analysis is only quasi-omplete beause of an un-known phase between two sets of transversity amplitudes. Nevertheless, full(ontaining both � and a1exhange) intensities of partial waves ould bedetermined in a model-independent way. The original study of the CCMollaboration [11℄ removed ambiguities appearing in earlier studies, exeptfor the �up-down� ambiguity [12℄. The �up� solution ontains an S-wave res-onane just under the �(770) and of similar width, while the �down� S-wavemodulus stays high and nearly onstant all the way to the f0(980) .In paper I we have made a further step in the analysis of 17.2 GeV/data bridging two sets of transversity amplitudes. We required the phasesof the leading P , D and F -transversity amplitudes to follow the phasesof the Breit�Wigner �(770), f2(1270) and �3(1690) resonant amplitudes inthe low, medium and high mass region, respetively. Further, using themeasured phase di�erenes between the S-wave and the higher waves wedetermined the absolute phases of the S-wave transversity amplitudes. Onethe phases are known, the S-wave amplitudes of di�erent transversity anbe ombined whih allows us to determine expliitly for the �rst time thepseudosalar and pseudovetor exhange amplitudes in the S-wave. This



Further Study of the �� S-Wave : : : 897has been done using muh weaker assumptions1 than those made in anyearlier analysis. The prie we pay is a fourfold ambiguity in our pseudosalarexhange S-wave amplitude. In addition to �up-down� ambiguity of the oldCCM analysis [11℄ there are ambiguities resulting from adding or subtratingthe phase di�erene sine the PWA yields only the absolute value of thephase di�erene. Thus we have �down-�at�, �down-steep�, �up-�at� and �up-steep� solutions. Di�erenes between ��at� and �steep� refer mainly to thebehaviour of the S-wave phase shifts below the f0(980). Above the f0(980)all the solutions are fairly similar. It is the region below the f0(980) whihis a subjet of the present paper. The main di�erene is that both �steep�solutions ontain a relatively narrow2 resonane under the �(770) (like theold �up� solution) while both ��at� solutions indiate a f0(500) state witha width of about 500 MeV. In partiular the �down-�at� solution is verysimilar to the old solution of the CERN-Munih group [7℄.In paper I we have determined inelastiities � for isosalar �-exhangeamplitudes in all solutions (see Fig. 1). It is obvious that both ��at� solu-tions easily pass the � � 1 test and the �down-steep� solution is not aept-able. Unfortunately, the situation is not as simple as presented in the lastedition of Review of Partile Properties [13℄. The authors of �Note on salarmesons� disussing a hypothetial narrow state at 750 MeV write: �Suh asolution is also found by (Kaminski 97): : : However they show that unitarityis violated for this solution; therefore a narrow light f0 state below 900 MeVseems to be exluded�. The point is that our �up-steep� solution althoughexhibiting �a puzzling behaviour of inelastiity� annot be exluded so sim-ply as our �down-steep� solution and it also ontains a narrow f0(750). Itshould be realled, that ontrary to the Sve analysis whih uses only mod-uli of the unseparated (pseudosalar and pseudovetor exhange) S-wave,we study inelastiity and phase shift of the pure �� ! �� isosalar S-wave.In this paper we disuss the feasibility of an interpretation of 17.2 GeV datain terms of a narrow f0(750).The paper is organized as follows. In Set. 2 we study the inelastiitybehaviour in more detail. In Set. 3 we impose strit � � 1 ondition on allsolutions for the e�etive �� masses below the KK threshold. The resultsare disussed in Set. 4 and summarized in Set. 5.
1 The main assumption was negleting of a possible in�uene of the a1exhange inI = 2 S-wave as well as in P , D and F waves.2 Hereafter �relatively narrow� means �with a width lose to �� = 150 MeV�.
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Fig. 1. a) Salar-isosalar �� inelastiity oe�ient � versus the e�etive �� massfor the �down-steep� (full irles) and �up-steep� (open irles, shifted by 6 MeV)solutions. Solid and dashed lines represent �ts of the fourth order polynomialto the oe�ient � for the �down-steep� and �up-steep� solutions, respetively.b) Same as in a) but for the �down-�at� (full irles) and �up-�at� (open irles)solutions. Solid line shows the � = 1 value �tting the experimental data.2. S-wave inelastiityAs seen in Fig. 1a the inelastiity for the �up-steep� solution behavesin a non-trivial way. Below 720 MeV and above 820 MeV � > 1 whilein the intermediate mass region � < 1. Qualitatively this behaviour ofthe �up-steep� solution is very similar to the �down-steep� solution. Thelatter solution was exluded in paper I sine the orresponding inelastiitysigni�antly exeeded unity for m�� > 820 MeV. A general trend of � points



Further Study of the �� S-Wave : : : 899for the �up-steep� solution resembles very muh a trend of the �down-steep�data in the region below 820 MeV. Above 820 MeV the �up-steep� valuesof inelastiity lie also above unity. They are, however, loser to unity thanthe �down-steep� inelastiities. This fat prevented us to rejet in paper Ithe �up-steep� solution solely on a basis of the minimization �t of the sumPi(�i � 1)2 in the whole energy region between 600 MeV and 1000 MeV.Now we examine in detail the m�� dependene of the inelastiity � or-responding to the four solutions. Let us de�ne by (a), (b) and () threeranges of m��: 600 � m�� � 720 MeV, 720 � m�� � 820 MeV and820 � m�� � 1000 MeV, respetively. Then we make a simple �t to inelas-tiities in the above three ranges by a onstant N. We minimize the sumPi(�i �N)2=��i2, where ��i are the experimental errors of �. The resultsare shown in Table I. Let us notie that for the �steep� solutions the seondvalue in the intermediate region (b) is de�nitely lower than unity, this isalso di�erent from the values in the ranges (a) and () whih in turn arehigher than unity. In this aspet the �up-steep� solution is very similar tothe solution �down-steep� already rejeted in paper I. On the other handboth solutions �down-�at� and �up-�at� do not exhibit any dip of � in therange (b); the onstants N are very lose to unity everywhere. If we deter-mine one ommon value of N in the whole range between 600 MeV and 1000MeV then we obtain 1.00�0.06 for the solution �down-�at� and 0.98�0.06for the solution �up-�at�. Both are ompatible with unity as seen in Fig. 1b.TABLE IConstants N �tted to � in three ranges: 600 < m�� < 720 MeV (a), 720 < m�� <820 MeV (b) and 820 < m�� < 1000 MeV ()Solution (a) (b) ()�up-steep� 1.17 � 0.10 0.67 � 0.17 1.18 � 0.10�down-steep� 1.40 � 0.12 0.82 � 0.10 1.67 � 0.11�up-�at� 0.97 � 0.10 1.02 � 0.11 0.95 � 0.12�down-�at� 0.97 � 0.13 1.05 � 0.09 0.96 � 0.09Obviously we annot obtain onstant �ts to � of a similar quality forthe �steep� solutions as those �ts to the ��at� solutions. In order to proberather strong energy variation of � in the former solutions we have tried to�t it by polynomials of di�erent powers. We treat these �ts only as an adho desription of data in the partiular region between 600 and 1000 MeV.It turned out that in order to obtain good �ts we need polynomials of theorder as high as four (see Fig. 1a). One again one an see the similar depen-



900 R. Kami«ski, L. Le±niak, K. Rybikidene of inelastiities when one ompares a shape of the �tted urves to the�up-steep� and �down-steep� data points. A minimum of � for m�� around800 MeV, indiating an inelastiity, will be disussed below. Before passingto a physial disussion of possible onsequenes of the strong energy depen-dene of inelastiity for the �up-steep� solution below the K �K threshold, letus disuss a possibility of the �utuation of � values around unity. It is truethat the deviation is not signi�ant (see paper I: �2 = 15 for 17 points below940 MeV) if we ignore the shape of the � distribution. However, the haneof all �ve � < 1 points falling aidentally in the e�etive mass region be-tween 720 and 820 MeV is only 2�10�3. This value was alulated by takinginto aount a number of all the possibilities to hoose �ve lowest values of �among twenty available points in the e�etive mass range between 600 and1000 MeV and then grouping them together in the range (b).In paper I in addition to inelastiities we have alulated the phase shiftvalues. For both ��at� solutions phase shifts grow slowly with m��. Forthe �steep� solutions we have obtained rather fast inrease of the S-waveI=0 �� phase shifts near 770 MeV � the value lose to the �-meson mass.We have tentatively �tted inelastiities and phase shifts of the solution �up-steep� by a single resonane. This was done for m�� < 940 MeV in orderto avoid a possible in�uene of the f0(980) . We additionally allowed asimultaneous hange of all � values by the same fator R� sine in paper Ithey were �xed only by minimizing thePi(�i�1)2 value. In fat a ombined�t (�2=NDF= 26=30) yields the redution fator R� = 0:71 � 0:10 and thefollowing resonane parameters: m = (754 � 5) MeV, � = (162 � 9) MeVand x = 0:74+0:10�0:08, x being an elastiity of the resonane. The mass andthe width agree with m = (753 � 19) MeV, � = (108 � 53) MeV laimedby Sve [5℄, on the basis of the same data. However, suh a onsiderableinelastiity is inonsistent with the available experimental data on the 4�system whih is the only kinematially possible hannel.The lowest mass of the 4� system is probably available in the entralprodution due to a 1=m24� �ux fator. In fat the WA91 [14℄ and WA102[15℄ ollaborations have found a tiny peak around 800 MeV in the massdistribution of their 4� system produed at 450 GeV in the reationpp! pf�+�+����ps; (3)where pf and ps stand for fast and slow proton, respetively. This is howeverwell explained by the re�etion from the �0 ! ��+�� deay with the lossof the slow �0 from the subsequent � ! �+���0 deay. The IHEP-IISN-LANL-LAPP ollaboration [16℄ studying at low jtj a reation similar toreation (1) i.e. ��p! �0�0�0�0n (4)



Further Study of the �� S-Wave : : : 901has found that the e�etive mass distribution of their 4�0 system startsonly around 800 MeV and rises smoothly. The LRL group [17℄ studying thereation �+p! �+�+�����++ (5)found hardly any events with a 4� mass below 1 GeV. The 4� mass spetrumfrom annihilation pN ! 5� starts at even higher mass as shown in [18�21℄ .Thus the non-zero inelastiity in the �up-steep� solution does not have anyreasonable physial interpretation. In next setion we will assume � � 1.3. Another approah to the �� salar-isosalar phase shiftsIn Set. 2 we have shown that the 4� hannel is very weak below1000 MeV. Therefore now we assume that the �� S-wave inelastiity isexatly equal to unity up to 990 MeV and we shall make a new analysisof the �� isosalar-salar phase shifts obtained from the ��p ! �+��ndata at 17.2 GeV/. Let us reall that in paper I a separation of theS-wave pseudosalar A0 and pseudovetor B0 exhange amplitudes for theprodution proess was performed and that we have alulated the S-wave�+�� ! �+�� amplitude aS from the following formula:aS = KfA0: (6)In (6) K is the proportionality fatorK = � 8�p�psq�m��q2 � g24� 12M ; (7)where p� is the inoming �� momentum in the ��p entre of mass frame,s is the square of the total energy in the same frame, q� is the �nal pionmomentum in the �� rest frame, g2=4� is the pion-nuleon oupling onstant(taken as 14.6 in paper I) and M is the proton mass. The oe�ient f is theomplex orretion fator whih (when averaged over the four momentumtransfer squared) represents the t-dependene of the pion-nuleon vertexfuntion, the o�-shellness of the exhanged pion and a possible phase of thepion-exhange propagator � a ase where at high energy the exhangedpion is treated as a Regge partile. This oe�ient was alulated from therequirement that the sum Pi(�i � 1)2 was minimal for the inelastiities ofthe salar-isosalar �� amplitude a0 for a set of points depending on the ��e�etive mass up to the KK threshold mass. The amplitude a0 is onnetedto the amplitude aS and the isospin 2 S-wave amplitude a2 in the followingway: a0 = 3aS � 12a2: (8)



902 R. Kami«ski, L. Le±niak, K. RybikiThe a0 is also related to the isospin 0 S-wave phase shift Æ0 and inelastiity �:a0 = �e2iÆ0 � 12i : (9)Motivated by the results of Set. 2 we impose now the ondition � � 1 inthe whole m�� range below 1 GeV. Then, from (9)a0 = sin Æ0eiÆ0 ; (10)so the modulus of a0 is uniquely related to the phase shift value Æ0. Sinein (6) A0 is the omplex amplitude alulated with some errors oming fromexperimental unertainties, then (8) and (10) are not neessarily satis�ed ifwe require � � 1. In order to keep this assumption valid we have to inludeat least one additional real fator n in equation (6) at eah m��, so nowanewS = naS: (11)We shall also assume that the isospin 2 amplitude a2 is fully elasti andan be desribed by the orresponding phase shift Æ2a2 = sin Æ2eiÆ2 : (12)Then, following (9) and inserting (11) into (8) one has to satisfy equations�2 = j1 + 2ia0j2 = ����1 + 2i(3KfnA0 � 12a2)����2 � 1: (13)We treat (13) as a quadrati equation for n. Its roots aren = 16 jaSj (b�pb2 � 3 sin2 Æ2); (14)where b = (1 + sin2 Æ2) sin�+ 12 sin2 Æ2 os� (15)and � denotes the phase of aS :aS = jaS j ei�: (16)Let us remark that in the limit of Æ2 going to 0 (vanishing a2) we shouldonsider only the upper sign (+) in (14). In general, both solutions for n arepossible; we have, however, used only the root with the upper sign sine itsvalue was loser to unity. The isotensor phase shift Æ2 is alulated aordingto the parametrization given in paper I whih �ts well the data of Ref. [22℄obtained by method B.



Further Study of the �� S-Wave : : : 903For eah value of m�� we have to hek whether the roots exist. With� = 1 the amplitude a0 must satisfy the elasti unitarity onditionIm a0 = ja0j2 : (17)Therefore the following inequality must be ful�lledjbj � p3 jsin Æ2j : (18)

Fig. 2. a) E�etive mass dependene of the parameter n for the �down-steep� (fullirles) and �up-steep� (open irles, shifted by 6 MeV) solutions. Solid and dashedlines represent �ts of the seond order polynomial to n for the �down-steep� and�up-steep� solutions, respetively. Note that in many bins no physial solutionould be found. b) Same as in a) but for the �down-�at� (full irles) and �up-�at�(open irles) solutions. Solid line represents values of the onstant parameters�tted to n for the �down-�at� and �up-�at� solutions.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the salar-isosalar �� phase shifts obtained in paper I(irles, shifted in m�� by 6 MeV) with the new phase shifts (squares) alu-lated under the assumption � � 1. a) For the �up-steep� solution. Solid lineshows the Breit�Wigner �t to the data marked by open irles as desribedin Set. 2. b) For the �down-steep� solution. ) For the �up-�at� solution.d) For the �down-�at� solution.We have obtained the following numerial results for the solutions dis-ussed in I: the inequality (18) was satis�ed for all twenty m�� points ofthe solution �up-�at� and for 19 points (exept of the extreme point at 990MeV) orresponding to the solution �down-�at�. However for 7 points of thesolution �up-steep� and for 12 points of the solution �down-steep� the ondi-tion (18) was violated. This fat asts a serious doubt on a validity of both



Further Study of the �� S-Wave : : : 905�steep� solutions. The resulting values of n alulated in ases when (18)was satis�ed are shown in Fig. 2. The errors of n are due to experimentalerrors of the modulus jaSj and the phase � extrated from experiment. Noerrors of Æ2 were taken into aount sine Æ2 values were alulated usingthe smooth theoretial parametrization. We see in Fig. 2b that both ��at�solutions are well �tted by onstants very lose to unity (0:994�0:03 for the�down-�at� and 0:997 � 0:04 for the �up-�at� solution). On the other handa variation of n with m�� for two �steep� solutions is better desribed by aparabola than by a onstant (see Fig. 2a). Suh strong dependene on m��of the oe�ient n orresponding to both �steep� solutions an be used asa fairly strong argument against the aeptane of these solutions as goodphysial solutions.For ompleteness we present in Fig. 3 new �� phase shifts alulatedfrom (10) using anewS given by (11). Obviously we show only these pointsfor whih the orresponding values of n do exist. The new phase shifts,alulated under the assumption that � � 1, agree very well with thosepresented in paper I for the ��at� solutions. For the �steep� solutions thisagreement is not so good and the new errors of Æ0 are larger than thoseshown in paper I. 4. DisussionIn Setions 2 and 3 we have presented arguments that both �steep� so-lutions have unphysial behaviour. On the other hand both ��at� solutionssatisfy well our tests and none of them an be eliminated using the methodsdesribed in this paper. Therefore let us disuss ommon features of thesesolutions and major di�erenes between them. In Fig. 4 the ��at� solutionsare plotted in a wide e�etive mass range up to 1600 MeV. Their shapeis quite similar. One sees an initial steady grow of phase shifts with m��above 600 MeV, then at about 1000 MeV, orresponding to the KK thresh-old, there is a jump as high as 140Æ and further on a fairly steep inreaseabove 1300 MeV. An interpretation of this behaviour of phases in terms ofthree salar resonanes f0(500), f0(980) and f0(1500), started in paper I, hasbeen ontinued in more detail in Refs. [23,24℄. We do not repeat it here butwe underline major di�erenes between the �up-�at� and �down-�at� phaseshifts sine they lead to di�erent values of the f0(500) resonane parame-ters. The f0(500) mass for the �up-�at� solution is by about 50 MeV higherthan the orresponding mass for the �down-�at� solution. The reversed re-lation for the f0(500) width leading to a di�erene between 45 and 50 MeVis also observed. We do not see important di�erenes between the f0(980)parameters for the above solutions. As seen in Fig. 4 the most importantdi�erenes, reahing about 45Æ, exist between 800 and 1000 MeV. They are



906 R. Kami«ski, L. Le±niak, K. Rybikirelated to a di�erene between the moduli of the S-wave pseudosalar am-plitude (see paper I). This di�erene of moduli is then diretly transformedinto a di�erene between the phase shifts beause inelastiity for both ��at�solutions below the KK threshold is very lose to unity. This fat in turnguarantees a ful�llment of the elasti unitarity ondition (17). Closer inspe-tion into Fig. 4 allows one to see a ontinuity of the phase di�erenes abovethe KK threshold, namely the �up-�at� points lie systematially above the�down-�at� points up to about 1300 MeV. Above this value of m�� we donot observe any systemati di�erene.

Fig. 4. Comparison of the salar-isosalar �� phase shifts obtained in paper I forthe �down-�at� (full irles) and �up-�at� (open irles) solutions.Sine the data points of the �up-�at� solution lie between the points ofthe (already exluded) �up-steep� solution and the �down-�at� one, we haveheked whether the f0(750) survives in this solution. This was done by�tting elastiities and phase shifts of the �up-�at� solution by a single Breit�Wigner term like it was done in Set. 2 for the �up-steep� solution. Nooverall hange of � values was needed (R� = 1:01+0:07�0:15) and the resonaneparameters are m = (732 � 8) MeV, � = (246+37�25) MeV and x = 1:00+0:08�0:16.The large width is inonsistent with a narrow f0(750).



Further Study of the �� S-Wave : : : 9075. SummaryIn onlusion, we have studied in detail the �� e�etive mass depen-dene of the S-wave isosalar phase shifts orresponding to four solutions�up-steep�, �down-steep�, �up-�at� and �down-�at� found in paper I. Both�steep� solutions exhibit an inelastiity behaviour whih has no physial in-terpretation. We do not �nd any data on the 4� systems whih ould explaina strong m�� dependene of the inelastiity orresponding to the �steep� so-lutions below the KK threshold. The �down-steep� solution was alreadyrejeted in paper I sine its inelastiity substantially exeeded unity for m��above 820 MeV. Assuming that the �up-steep� inelastiity is an unusual �u-tuation we impose � � 1 for all points and, for ompleteness, in all solutions.This leads to non-physial results in 7/20 mass bins for the �up-steep� solu-tion and in 12/20 bins for the �down-steep� solution. In the remaining massbins the parameters behave in a queer way (ompare Figs. 2a and 2b ). Weonlude that the �up-steep� solution annot be treated as a good physialset of phase shifts. It an be eliminated together with the �down-steep�solution. However, the �up-�at� and �down-�at� solutions easily pass ourtests. We would like to stress that both the f0(500) and f0(980) resonanesare present in the ��at� solutions. This is not true for a relatively narrowf0(750) .The authors are very grateful to Dr. Mihael Pennington whose sug-gestion initiated this study. R. Kami«ski thanks NATO for the grant in1999. REFERENCES[1℄ N. A. Törnqvist, Pro. Workshop on Hadron Spetrosopy, Frasati, Italy,Marh 8-12, 1999, Frasati Physis Series, eds. T. Bressani, A. Feliiello, A.Filippi, vol. XV, 237 (1999).[2℄ P. Minkowski, W. Ohs, Eur. Phys. J. C9, 283 (1999).[3℄ M. Sve, A. de Lesquen, L. van Rossum, Phys. Rev. D46, 949 (1992).[4℄ M. Sve, Phys. Rev. D53, 2343 (1996).[5℄ M. Sve, Phys. Rev. D55, 5727 (1997).[6℄ D. Morgan, Nuovo Cim. 107A, 1883 (1994).[7℄ G. Grayer et al., Nul. Phys. B75, 189 (1974).[8℄ W. Ohs, Nuovo Cim. 12A, 724 (1972).[9℄ R. Kami«ski, L. Le±niak, K. Rybiki, Z. Phys. C74, 79 (1997).[10℄ H. Beker et al., Nul. Phys. B150, 301 (1979).[11℄ H. Beker et al., Nul. Phys. B151, 46 (1979).
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